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POLITICAL ASPECTS OF NON-PROLIFERATION

PROBLEMS OF OVERCOMING MEDICAL CONSEQUENCES OF NUCLEAR TESTS
AT THE FORMER SEMIPALATINSK TEST SITE (STS)
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Tests conducted for many years resulted in large radioactive contamination of Semipalatinsk, East Kazakstan,
Pavlodar and Karaganda regions.

About 1,5 million people underwent multiple acute and chronic influence of small ionizing radiation doses
basically.

Nuclear weapons tests damaged people's health and environment. They caused increasing of total population sick
rate, negatively influenced biological, ecological and higienical as well as medical and genetic situation in the Republic.

Ministry of Health Protection of RK pays much attention to the STS problems. In 1950-s there was an expedition
to the Semipalatinsk region. In this expedition professors Atchabarov B. A. and Balmukhanov S. V. took part. The
expedition studied factors of ionizing radiation influence on human beings. In 1989 be the resolution of the USSR
Government there was conducted a similar research by a complex team directed by professor Tsyba A. F. Many
researches were on studying radiation situation in the area of the STS and regions attached to it were conducted. There
were made researches on how industrial waste products discharge influence on human being.

That time almost all data on STS and ecological situation in the region was closed and secret. Many of them are
still unknown to us now. The results of the researches conducted are either unprocessed still or not fully published.
Analyzing published data it's important to say that ionizing radiation influence is not determining factor of the critical
ecological situation in Semipalatinsk region and the ones neighboring it. Though it's one of the important components of
this situation. It seems that the most influence is generated from technical industry waste discharge into the atmosphere,
soil and water pools (up to 300.000 tons of soot, chemical agents, heavy metals salt etc.). Along with the radiation
component these factors cause considerable increase of total and oncological sick rate of population. Death rate
indicators increased too. It possible to notice that 40% of grown-ups and 60% of children have lowered immunity
capability. There are illnesses appearing due to the influence of mutagenous factor. There found chromosome
aberrations. Among them there are hard forms of genetical mechanism damage.

In this connection Ministry of Health Protection and Social Protection Organizations are worried about the
problem of recovering and rehabilitating the population of the above regions.

If, today, we don't bother ourselves with the rehabilitation issues for the people of the mentioned above regions
and if we don't implement modern diagnostical and curing systems, if we don't implement complex, preventing
programs, environment and health monitoring, tomorrow these issues will be more serious and acute.

To solve these problems Ministry of Health Protection RK established Scientific Research Institutes of Medicine
and Ecology in Semipalatinsk and regional Medical and Diagnostical Center in Kurchatov. With the help of regional
Administrations there were created medical centers: diagnostical, children's, recovering, ophthalmological, of
motherhood and childhood protection.

Work on creating State National Medical Registration for people who underwent influence of ionizing radiation
is being performed.

RK Governmental Resolution of March 17, 1997, concerning "Program of Medical Rehabilitation for People
Influenced by Nuclear Tests at STS in 1949-1990" includes complex, system way to solving present problems. It
necessary to use all the experience of world community, CIS countries, the Republic of Kazakstan in rehabilitation of
this population category.

We consider it necessary 1) to generalize and analyze all the data on the ecological researches conducted in this
region; 2) fulfill deep medical examination of people and additional investigation of regional zones for heavy metals salt
presence, long-lived isotopes (strontium, polonium) and for their influence on human beings.

The present problems need further careful scientific investigation. This, no doubt, will be useful for all the world
community.

These researches should be prior. It is necessary to consider their funding on separate article. The necessity of it
is determined not only by the present. It is determined by the thoughts about future generations of our people as well.
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